Please post widely. Thank you. Kahentinetha MNN
DOG EAT DOG
MNN. 30 Nov. 2011. European rulers train their people to be obedient, and can
order them to attack or pull back. They need an enemy or they will attack each other.
Laws keep them in line so they don’t brutalize one another unless told to do so.
Their leashes were lengthened for WWI and WWII.
European rulers think they are entitled to control the world. They set up a
psychopathic hierarchical system enforced by the military to do this.
Europe has long been a dead land with no resources. Manufacturing and labor are
sourced out. Their money has no backing.
Europeans feed off of other peoples’ labor and resources to exist.
The rulers create banking systems and money out of thin air to pay for this.
The European monster with its once long tentacles can’t grab or control anything.
Resources are moving “further” out of their grasp. A new way to rip us Indigenous off
is being developed.
Capitalism is a captive-bonding or co-dependency relationship.
Their shark-like fixation on sucking others blood goes far back in their history.
People are sheep to be preyed upon.
Loyalty of the prey to their captors could be based on ignorance, terror, trauma or
even kindness. Terrorists have been known to be nice to their victims like they were
giving them their lives. A bone thrown at them or lack of abuse is seen as an act of
kindness.
These people were conditioned by natural selection. Millions of strong women were
destroyed to create this system.
Society isolates the victims by creating a culture of individuals. Mistreatment can be
undetected.
Abusers share information about their own mistreatment to falsely show sympathy.
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Victims feel helpless if the bondage relationship is ended. Election time is when their
tormenters are changed. The abusers remind them, “Vote for me or I can make you
disappear’, like a co-dependent.
Wars create an emotional investment. Governments constantly remind them of these
ties. [Memorial Day, war movies and video games].
Rulers constantly sort out thinkers from non-thinkers. Everyone is told a have and
have-not society is natural.
European rulers don’t care about the consequences of their actions. They are
unfeeling but not insane.
Social obligations hold groups together. These psychos know how to divide social
groups.
Colonial tribal and band councils are trained controllers. They look the other way
while corporations suck out our resources. [Attawapiskat and DeBeers Diamonds].
Greed knows no bounds. They advise governments on how to solve the problems
they created. They are egocentric ruthless game players as Penn State has recently
shown in their prolonged secret child molestation scandal.
Arabs are invading Europe. The Middle East is made up of many small nations of
indigenous people. They are hard working, prolific and maintain connections with
their each other.
Mohawks moved our villages every 15 to 20 years. We had 5 sites. Orchards were
planted. When we returned a hundred years later the land and resources were
cleansed and replenished.
Where are these Europeans going to go?
The European Union nations are fighting each other. They gang up like a pack of
dogs on little nations like Greece, Spain, Ireland and Portugal, and destroy them.
EU, US and UK have become unviable.
US, Canada and other Euro-controlled nations of the Western Hemisphere are
turning out to be failed satellite experiments. Why? We Indigenous survived their
holocaust of over 100 million of our people who question everything they did
according to the Great Law.
What happens when all the teeth have been pulled out of these old dogs? They lose
their bite and can only lap up soft chewable scraps. No bones please!
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Please post and send out widely. You assistance is appreciated. Kahentinetha MNN
WE’LL LET YOUR PEOPLE GO
MNN Nov. 20, 2011. Foreign occupiers [of Great Turtle Island]! Looking for
solutions? Everything based on a lie is a lie. Like how foreign corporate entities
called US and Canada and their subjects live on the graves of our murdered
ancestors. It was through Armed robbery of our land and resources!
We always watched our visitors and looked beyond what everyone is meant to see.
The Europeans brought their tamed. Obedience was bred into them at a young age,
generation after generation, reinforced by intimidation and punishment.
They say they came here to live in paradise to have a perfect life. They killed most of
us and then destroyed it.
These 1% hierarchical controllers of Western society don’t know us. It took them 30
years to find Geronimo. [He wasn’t hiding. Just got tired of seeing how incompetent
his pursuers were.]
We indigenous are hunters, guerillas and observers of everything.
Controllers mercilessly frighten, horrify and instill hopelesslesss in their subjects.
The cops are the enforcers for the crime bosses, the bankers and politicians.
Repressive militarized force is under one command.
In today’s urban warfare, the cops need a crowd, then gang up on their own people.
They beat up children, women, pregnant women, disabled, elderly and middle class
softies who won’t hit back. The rest knuckle under.
The revolution will be gangster style hits. Most of their subjects turn the other cheek,
or brag about being beaten for no reason!
Urban tactics include the two sides swarming each other and provocateurs pushing.
At the G20 in Toronto in 2010, in the “kettling” maneuver, the cops blocked off streets
and the protesters marched in an orderly fashion. The cops blocked them in, then
beat and arrested them. [See “Into the Fire”].
Cops fear people of color, lawsuits and riots.
The government owns the people and the banks own their labor.
Psychotic greed to own a worker’s life productivity drives them to greater crimes.
They threaten and even murder those who refuse to live with less so they can have
more.
The fascist economic system is collapsing. Fraud and corruption are being exposed.
Fear of losing control is causing panic. Worse is coming.
What is the underlying element?
The Vietnam protests got out of hand. Not this time!
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We Indigenous do not let ourselves get herded for the kill.
The crowd goes wild when they see blood. They don’t want to be next. They don’t
have families or communities to run to who have any inherent obligations to them.
The people will soon be panicking for food. The White House is the main plantation
that dispenses food. According to the Romans, whoever has the key to the grainery
controls the people and the empire.
As Crazy Horse told us, “Know your enemy”. Stay out of sight.
Our energy comes from within us, not from someone yelling at us to defend
ourselves. Only we can save ourselves. We don’t grovel in pain to show how much
they’re hurting us.
A real revolution has to expose all the truths, how the invaders murdered over a
hundred million of us to have the American Dream. Otherwise they will remain
enslaved, screaming to be saved.
Colonists may return to their masters who will take them back into feudal slavery.
The path is laid out, perfect and beautiful, in soft tones.
Should we ask the foreign masters to take their people home? They are lost souls.
Every treaty ever made with us was violated. Under international law, if a treaty
between nations is broken, everything reverts back to one day before the treaty was
signed.
Penn State is creating a super human killing machine. Drugs can deprive soldiers of
sleep for 48 hours or more. They will feel no scruples, no pain, no remorse. Virtual
videos show them how to kill women and children without guilt. The brain will be
immersed in trans cranial magnet stimulators. High levels of analytical thinking
[intuition] will be switched off. Field helmets will run complex battle scenarios.
These dream team serial killers may not be able to return to normal.
The military should be careful what they wish for. Fear is necessary to protect your
life.
Our visitors think chopping off the head of the serpent will free them. Always looking
for outside help!
For Indigenous our intuition will guide us to find what we need to know.
Victory comes by living the great law of peace. When the Europeans invaded Great
Turtle Island they turned their backs on it. Big mistake!
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Please post and distribute widely. Your help is greatly appreciated. MNN
MNN EDITORIAL: Deadly shell game is over!
MNN Nov. 6, 2011. Western society is a closed society. Families are mostly
immediate members. Victimization of women and children is hidden.
Indigenous communal society is open. We are one family.
The white race has always experimented on their own people to create humans that
are obedient. Their economic, social and government institutions reflect this. They
seek to domesticate and control all other humans.
The international partnership of bankers, politicians, bureaucrats, corporations and
military have committed mass murders to try to instill hopelessness and fear in us.
Global control is a big shell game based on these entities controlling our money.
Their confidence trick is to perpetrate fraud to take over the world. It’s imploding.
They need another con game to create world fascism.
US President Obama vows to try to erase our inherent tie to our land by revolution so
as to steal it. We are resisting this attempted split between us and our mother, the
earth.
Killing, brutalizing, displaying Gadafi’s bloody body was meant to disrupt our system.
It didn’t.
At the current “occupy” protests cops and protesters are from the same herd. Cops
see anyone on the street as a potential enemy. These elite controlled sheepdogs fire
at their own people to scare and herd them back in line, to get them ready for the
great culling.
Cops fear coming face to face with the “free ones”. At us they send drones, chemical
weapons, bombs and killer bacteria.
They think they can outsmart nature.
Caucasians are basically plain people, colorless, with uneven features and suffer
from genetic anomalies.
Addiction to plastic surgery is rampant among their rulers and the social climbers, to
look younger, fitter and show off their wealth. They have no respect for elders.
They get surgically fixed up cute-like so they can be favored pets. “Here, cutie, cutie.”
The women favor the Barbie Doll look: short nose, overblown lips, blond, blue eyed
with generic even features, big boobs, fake bronzed skin and straight capped teeth.
The men are paranoid of going bald.
Are they hiding their reptilian forbears? We can still see their immoral system of
oppression of mankind and that the world is based on white privilege.
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“We shall hide the truth so close in their face, they shall not recognize it until it is too
late”. [The Secret Covenant, Constitution of the Blood Line.]
Drawing blood was how the colonists got our possessions. They fear losing their
self-centered dream, not being able to pay their college, house and car loans or their
vacations.
The betrayed occupy protesters keep supporting their worse tyrants.
They face their tormenters, saying, “Look, see what you’re doing to me!” Their
masters say, “Good. Suffer some more!” To stop their complaining, they’re stroked
once in a while.
The free ones cannot submit to anyone. The rulers are obsessed with wiping out our
naturalness.
Indigenous defenders are guerilla strategists. Our initiative comes from nature. We
can start all over again as long as we have our minds, our land, our lives and our
people.
The rulers tried unsuccessfully to change us by slapping, beating, and trying to make
us run back to lick their hand. Those “unfit’ were sterilized or “put down”.
We live in close knit family groups. We loathe captivity and are suspicious of
strangers. Those who rebel are targeted and disposed of, one way or another.
According to Darwin’s research on selective breeding, the brains of domesticated
animals is 23.9% to 35% smaller than their wild predecessors, such as the wolf and
present day dogs. Domestics are being taken care of. They don’t need large brains.
They don’t even need chains.
Domestic animals are artificially bred to be submissive to their masters. They pet,
abuse them and then call them back for a pat on the head, who then wag their tails in
submission.
Using this model, the rulers introduced their people to hierarchy. They eat anything
and too much, grow fast, don’t flee, submit themselves to social control and are not
tied to the land and the natural world.
The rulers need other humans to look after and work for them. Humbleness is
rewarded. Free and independent thinkers are weeded out.
Their unnatural habitats called “cities” are toxic and unsustainable.
The “Civilized” tried to get the Indigenous to do their work, get their food and take
care of them. We wanted to show them how to take care of themselves.
Colonizers found that a species that has no fear of them can be quickly exterminated.
Over 100 million of us in the Western hemisphere were murdered.
Canada tried unsuccessfully to make us become obedient servants. Half our children
in their residential school, over 50,000, died or were murdered, through deliberate
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infections, experimentation, perversion by upper levels of the church, political, judicial
and police systems.
Recently a Texas judge and his wife were secretly videotaped brutally beating their
16 year old daughter with a leather strap. She screamed and cried. The next day
she was swollen and bruised and her father said, “good”.
In another true story, a preacher’s wife and mother of 3, shot her husband dead. He
had been abusing her, making her watch pornography, dress up like a whore and
performed perverted sex on her. She was acquitted.
Both these stealth predators are upper middle class. They can cover up their abuse.
Their victims did not question it until they snapped.
Robert Jensen in “Why White People are Afraid” summarizes [AlterNet] that:
They got their wealth through the work of others. They stole the resources to make
weapons to control the people and strip the earth.
They fear losing what they stole if the political and social systems become fair. If the
hierarchy evaporated, resources would be evenly shared.
They committed genocide to get and keep what they took. They know of their
depravity. Their greatest fear is that everyone can see that hierarchy is a lie.
When we become the majority, will we treat them the same way they mistreated us?
When we were the majority, we took care of them.
The US has created Non-Human Zones to decrease the population of “immigrants”
[Indigenous] whom they call “undesirables”. They think brown couples shouldn’t have
children or only one. They, however, can have more as nature is depopulating them.
They are being absorbed out of existence. The children of mixed couples are
predominantly colored.
Can domestication be bred out? It took thousands of years to create the servile class
by setting up the hierarchy and perverting the truth.
How far will they go? Let’s get ready to rock!
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